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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Nayeemas from East Lindsey. Currently, there are 17 dishes and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What Lisa C likes about Nayeemas:
Absolutely outstanding food. Authentic taste. Delivered hot. We are very fussy as our local curry is amazing.

Nayeemas is as good. Lovely to be on holiday having a family evening in and receive such a beautiful take out.
Thank you x read more. When the weather is pleasant you can also have something outside, and there is free

WLAN. The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs or physical
limitations. What mabeslover doesn't like about Nayeemas:

Pretty Average, Food nothing special, if youcould see it with the poor lighting. Decor cobbled together, basically
decor gave no warmth or atmosphere. Will travel further for decent authentic Indian food. Rough, rough, rough.
Sorry but not a great venue for a night out,unless you don't care. read more. Nayeemas from East Lindsey is a
good place for a bar to a cocktail after work and be able to hang out with friends, With original Indian spices,

dishes are delicious and freshly prepared. There are also tasty menus available, typical for Europe, In addition,
the drinks menu that is offered in this established eatery is impressive. It offers a wide assortment of beers from

the region and the whole world.
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Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

India�
CHAPATI

CHICKEN KORMA

NAAN

CHICKEN DARTS

GARLIC NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
CUCUMBER

RICE

ONION

GARLIC

CHICKEN
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